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The Sophs were suddenly humble. Nice thing of the week is that soaked her strapless evening gown...
Grizzlies Tackle Dickinson Saturday

The Red Devils of Dickinson College move into Collegeville Saturday to meet the Ursinus Greylag. The 1 p.m. kickoff will be at 3:30.

Skeeter's Head Vetoed

Already has two contests under its belt, the Red Devils, led by the first base of star pitcher Bob Elliott and John Peterson, whose consistency and work ethic have been key to the team's success. The last time the teams met, in the 1941-42 season, the Greylags won 13-12.

Braves Star In Test

Benjamin Head Vetoed

Claimed as a great manager by Coach Fred Torgeson, and molded it into the team from Carlisle University. Love, has provided Southworth last year as one of the highlights of the season, held to plan the training season.
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Y' Conducts Rally; Retreat To Be Held

Last Wednesday evening, at a program and fellowship in Bomberger Chapel, the Freshmen and many old timers officially met the Urusinus College Y' and the campus for this year. During the service, master of ceremonies, introduced the leaders. Among them Tom Kimes, YMA president, who gave a preview of the activities for this year. Of course, the Y's were on hand with the entertainment, which included a new arrangement of Loch Lomond, and a clever imitation of a bashful quartet. After the students had filled out blanks indicating their interest in the entertainment, which included a new arrangement of Loch Lomond, and a clever imitation of a bashful quartet. After the students had filled out blanks indicating their interest, the evening was concluded with refreshments and interesting discussions in the Day Study.

Bears Lose 26-12

(Continued from page 1)
The Bears came roaring back after the teams exchanged fields. Garrison kicked out on the Urusinus 43. Young pegged 13 yards to Stauffer. Three line plays added a second first down, before Young tossed to Kajmo for a 23 yard gain. Then Young took a lateral and flipped to Kajmo. Almost downed on the 9, Kajmo wheeled to his left and intercepted to Yoer, who crossed from the two. Ehnot's poor kick gave the score a 6-4.

Haverford ended the first half scoring by marching 52 yards after taking Kajmo's kickoff. Test notched the six-pointer and the Bears lost with the Collegeville aces over the center 1 yard. At the change for the second half, the score would be 12-6.

Ron Landes, brilliant tackle, selected as "Player of the Week" for his outstanding work in the Haverford game.

FACULTY PROMOTES FIVE

At the June meeting of the Board of Directors, five Associate Professors were promoted to full Professorships.

John J. Hellemann, Ph.D., of the Physics Department, Eugene H. Miller, Ph.D., of the Political Science Department, Charles D. Matlaff, Ph.D., of the Philosophy Department, William F. Phillips, M.D., of the Medicine Department, and Everett M. Bailey, A.M., of the Physical Education Department, are now full Professors.

JUNIOR DOGGIE ROAST

College Woods — Saturday Night

Bechtle Views Tulsa

(Continued from page 2)

"Between takes of my new picture, THE LUCK OF THE IRISH, I enjoyed many CHESTERFIELDS.

They're MILD... 

It's MY cigarette.

Tyrone Power

STARRING IN THE LUCK OF THE IRISH

A 20TH CENTURY-FOR PRODUCTION

Ray Irven Johnson ABC GIRL of Ohio State says—

"I smoke Chesterfields because they have a fine taste all their own and stay really MILD from one end to the other."

MORE COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE CHESTERFIELDS than any other Cigarette... BY LATEST NATIONAL SURVEY

Copyright 1948, Light & Mitchum Co.
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Y' Conducts Rally; Retreat To Be Held

Last Wednesday evening, at a program and fellowship in Bomberger Chapel, the Freshmen and many old timers officially met the Urusinus College Y' and the campus for this year. During the service, master of ceremonies, introduced the leaders. Among them Tom Kimes, YMA president, who gave a preview of the activities for this year. Of course, the Y's were on hand with the entertainment, which included a new arrangement of Loch Lomond, and a clever imitation of a bashful quartet. After the students had filled out blanks indicating their interest in the evening, the entertainment, which included a new arrangement of Loch Lomond, and a clever imitation of a bashful quartet. After the students had filled out blanks indicating their interest, the evening was concluded with refreshments and interesting discussions in the Day Study.

As a follow-up of the enthusiasm shown at the "Y" rally, commis- sion meetings will be held on Tuesday evening in Bomberger at 6:30 p.m., where the students have an opportunity for some action re- garding the Spring "Y." If any one has not yet expressed the desire to join a commission, they would like to do so, he is still wel- come.

This weekend, Green Lane will be the setting for a retreat in the Women's Day Study at 6:45 p.m. All present students are invited.

Chapel, 7:30
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